Fans of E.L. James have enjoyed Sylvia Day's Crossfire novel __ to You.
John Green's latest novel The __ in our Stars deals with cancer.
E.L. James' __ Shades of Grey trilogy continued to be a hit.
Wild by Cheryl Strayed was the first pick in __'s Book Club 2.0.
Neurosurgeon Eben Alexander wrote about the afterlife in Proof of __.
I Funny, A __ School Story is by mystery writer James Patterson.
Chris Kyle wrote about his years as a Navy SEAL in American __.
Jack Ryan is back in Tom Clancy's Threat __.
__ of the World is Ken Follett's second book in the Century Trilogy.
Cold Days is another __ Files novel by Jim Butcher.
No ____ is a first-person account of the Bin Laden raid.
The Racketeer is John __'s latest thriller.
Bill O'Reilly followed up 2011's Killing Lincoln with Killing __.
How to Tell If Your Cat Is Plotting to Kill You is from the __ website.
Rick Riordan released two books The Mark of Athena & The __'s Shadow.
Blog writer Deb Perelman released her cookbook __ Kitchen.
J.K. Rowling's first book since Harry Potter - Casual __.
Gillian Flynn's ____ is about a marriage gone very wrong.
Notorious __ is Janet Evanovich's latest Stephanie Plum novel.
The Barefoot Contessa published a book of recipes that are __.
David Baldacci released The __, the second book in a series.
William Joyce released a series of books based on The __ of Childhood.
Thomas __: The Art of Power is by Jon Meacham.
Bring up the Bodies by Hilary Mantel won the 2012 __ Prize.
__ by William Paul Young is his follow up to The Shack.
__ is the twelfth Sookie Stackhouse novel by Charlaine Harris.
Greg Heffley is back in Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The __
Perks of being a __, Life of Pi, and Cloud Atlas all became movies.
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